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Home assignment is divided into two parts (part A & part B). Each part is compulsory and each part 

should be written separately 

Home assignment দটুা অংশত ভাগ কৰা �হেছ (অংশ ক %ç»Ó  অংশ খ)৷�িতেটা অংশ বাধ�তামূলক %ç»Ó    
�িতেটা অংশৰ উ�ৰ পথৃক পথৃৈক িলিখব লািগব৷ 

Part A (অংশ ক) 

1. Answer the following questions.      10X2 = 20 MARKS 

তলৰ ��ৰ উ�ৰ িলখা.  

 

a) What are the major causes and consequences of deforestation? 

     ক) অ-বনানীকৰণৰ মলূ কাৰণ %ç»Ó  ইয়াৰ পিৰণামসমহূ িক িক? 
b) What do you mean by the hotspot of biodiversity? Which are the hotspots found in 

India? Discuss their salient features.    

     খ) �জৱ-�বিচ��ৰ সমিৃ� বিুলেল িক বজুা? ভাৰতত �পাৱা সমিৃ�শালী �জৱ-�বিচ��ৰ মখু�   

        �বিশ�সমহূ আেলাচনা কৰা৷ 

 

Part B (অংশ খ)                         

1. Prepare a report on the following topic         6 MARKS 

“MODERN AGRICULTURE AND ITS IMPACTS UPON ENVIRONMENT” 

  ১) তলত িদয়া িবষয়ৰ ওপৰত এক �িতেবদন ��ত কৰা- 

     “আধুিনক কৃিষকায�� %ç»Ó পিৰেৱশৰ ওপৰত ইয়াৰ �ভাৱ” 
 

N.B.:  1. All the students of BA/B.SC/B.COM/B.Voc. II Semester CBCS Environmental Studies 

(AE-2014) must have to submit the assignment in PDF Format through email within        

15-05-2020. Those who are not able to submit online they can submit hard copy within the 

1st week of opening of the college in the department. Any student who fails to submit the 

same will be considered as absent in the Internal Assessment. Students also asked to share 

the Home Assignment question to other students. Students have to write their Name, Roll 

No, Semester, Subject and Contact Number on the 1st page of Assignment.  

2. Students must have to complete the report of Part B using E-Library/Internet based 

data. No need to visit or go any field for collecting data. 

3. In the subject box of email mention your class (e.g. BA 2nd Semester), File name of the 

PDF should be given the roll number of the student (e.g. UA-191-036-001).  

Send answer in the email: environmentrc36@gmail.com  

Contact No.: 9954515173 
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